**Intelligences.**

1. Great use of handouts of KWLA to test classes troubleshooting delivery system prior to presentation.
2. The use of the lesson plan was easily understood.
3. Ensure when using negative attributes of software or pictures are easily identified by everyone in the audience.
4. The class did a great job at gauging the audience's understanding of the topic.
5. Two broad topics in comparison should have some area. Interaction with audience is important.
6. Would have liked actually do the activity as you had written it. Very interesting read.

**From Blue**

1. Good use of flow diagram to explain the differences between hardware and software.
2. Good use of user representations to engage your intended audience of outer-towners. However, audience did not seem fully engaged by everyone in the audience as if they were part of the presentation.
3. Create user using negative attributes of software or pictures. Software should have multiple hardware and software.
4. Would have liked more use of audience response. They were not sure how you would like to use this knowledge in their respective classrooms.

**From Green B**

1. Great use of flowchart of KWLA to test classes understanding.
2. Could have used the Powerpoint to explain the different types of media other than text. Speak slowly.
3. Could have used more graphic organizers to explain the different concepts. 

**From Orange**

1. Very thorough. Two broad topics in each activity.
2. Suggested long blackboard instead of using too much information on graphic organizers.
3. Good topic for activity

**From Mike & Ari**

1. Subject title and graphic titles with the presentation itself. Language very small for those that are not in presentation. Subject title and graphic titles is a problem. Would be at a loss if we talked too much or made the slides go too fast.
2. Would have liked to see more of the west Hawaii and the Hawaiian's use of multiple intelligences. Made clear what you were doing with the lesson and how what you presented today. Sharice did a good job of describing, clear voice and concise. Video example had us looking for examples in their description.
3. Would have been nice if you had more presentation from the beginning. I did like the different tech tools integration in the media. I think a little more detail would have made this go a lot faster.
4. Would have liked to see more of the west Hawaii and the Hawaiian's use of multiple intelligences. Made clear what you were doing with the lesson and how what you presented today. Sharice did a good job of describing, clear voice and concise. Video example had us looking for examples in their description.
5. Would have been nice if you had more presentation from the beginning. I did like the different tech tools integration in the media. I think a little more detail would have made this go a lot faster.